#timevector for the experiments at Ta = 0.8 x Tg: ta_s_08Tg = np.array ([1., 1800,3600,7200] ) # in seconds ta_min_08Tg = ta_s_08Tg / 60 # in minutes #Estimated slopes at 0.8 x Tg for different times: s_ta_08Tg = np.array ([-0.10, -0.066, -0.002, -0.002 The variables s(ta) and s(0) are physically uncorrelated. Therefore, formula which applies is:
) 2 , with σ corresponding to the square root of the variance and corresponding to the mean value of the variable.
In [6] : ############################################################################################# #estimate uncertainties using the formula given above ############################################################################################# xhi_ta_07Tg_err = xhi_ta_07Tg * np.sqrt((yerr_s_ta_07Tg / s_ta_07Tg) ** 2 + ( #plot data with errorbars: #at 07xTg: line1, capline1, barline1 = ax.errorbar(ta_s_07Tg, xhi_ta_07Tg, yerr=xhi_ta_07Tg_err, fmt='s', color='black') set_aspect(line1, capline1, barline1, 'black') #at 08xTg: line2, capline2, barline2 = ax.errorbar(ta_s_08Tg, xhi_ta_08Tg, yerr=xhi_ta_08Tg_err, fmt='o', color='red') set_aspect(line2, capline2, barline2, 'red') #at 095xTg: line3, capline3, barline3 = ax.errorbar(ta_s_095Tg, xhi_ta_095Tg, yerr=xhi_ta_095Tg_err, fmt='^', color='blue') set_aspect(line3, capline3, barline3, 'blue') #plot fits: #at 07xTg: line1_fit, = ax.semilogx(timefit, fitfunc_tau(timefit, tau_07Tg), lw='2', ls='--', color='black') #at 08xTg: line2_fit, = ax.semilogx(timefit, fitfunc_tau(timefit, tau_08Tg), lw='2', ls='--', color='red') #at 095xTg: line3_fit, = ax.semilogx(timefit, fitfunc_tau(timefit, tau_095Tg), lw='2', ls='--', color='blue') #make legend; a multiple legend provides more information whereas preserving readability: leg1 = ax.legend ([line1, line2, line3] , [u'0.7 $T_g$', u'0.8 $T_g$', u'0.95 $T_g$'], loc='upper right', frameon=False, fontsize=14, numpoints=1) ax.add_artist(leg1) #because only one legend is allowed, #we need to incorporate the previous artist to the axis. 
